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Fundamentals of EconomicsCengage Learning, 2008

	Based on the comprehensive two-semester text by the same authors, this version of Economics "boils down" the formal economic theories and concepts into their essential parts, emphasizing domestic and international applications and policy issues. Fundamentals of Economics is a concise but thorough survey of economics for instructors...
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Digital Currency: An International Legal and Regulatory Compliance GuideBentham Science Publishers, 2018

	Digital or ‘virtual’ currencies pose significant challenges for government, financial and legal institutions because of their non-physical nature and their relative anonymity to physical currency. These attributes make this form of exchange extremely volatile and, at the same time, attractive to criminals. Many countries around...
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Computer Network SecuritySpringer, 2005
A comprehensive survey of computer network security concepts, methods, and practices. This authoritative volume provides an optimal description of the principles and applications of computer network security in particular, and cyberspace security in general. The book is thematically divided into three segments: Part I describes the operation and...
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SOA Principles of Service Design (The Prentice Hall Service-Oriented Computing Series from Thomas Erl)Prentice Hall, 2007
Over the past few years I’ve been exposed to many different IT environments as part of a wide range of SOA initiatives for clients in both private and public sectors. While doing some work on a project for a client in the defense industry, I had an opportunity to learn more about not just their technical landscape, but also the various...
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CCIE Security Exam Certification Guide (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2003
Official self-study test preparation guide for the CCIE Security written exam

Review all CCIE Security written exam topics, including: 


	Switching concepts, routing protocols, and WAN protocols, including PPP, ISDN, and Frame Relay
	DNS, TFTP, Secure Shell, Secure Socket Layer Protocol, NTP, and...
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Cost Containment and Efficiency in National Health Systems: A Global Comparison (Health Care and Disease Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Written by a local health economics expert, each of the eight chapters in this timely handbook and ready reference describes the national healthcare system of a different industrialized country. In each case, the 4-5 specific policies with the highest impact on that respective country over the past 20-30 years are identified. In addition, the...
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Implementing Quality in Laboratory Policies and Processes: Using Templates, Project Management, and Six SigmaCRC Press, 2009
The credibility of a laboratory’s reputation is directly affected by its quality assurance program. The key to a successful quality assurance program is the manuals, and associated documents define the program and its various components. Therefore, by extension, a laboratory’s credibility is directly related to its operational and...
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The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform (Wiley Handbooks in Education)John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		The Wiley Handbook of Global Educational Reform examines educational reform from a global perspective. Comprised of approximately 25 original and specially commissioned essays, which together interrogate educational reform from a critical global and transnational perspective, this volume explores a range of topics and themes...
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Mastering Windows Server 2003Sybex, 2003
The Only Windows Server Resource You Need
    
    The single most comprehensive and understandable book on the subject, Mastering Windows Server 2003 continues author Mark Minasi's award-winning tradition of clear and comprehensive coverage of Microsoft's Windows Server products. This book shows you how to plan, configure and install...
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Defensive Security Handbook: Best Practices for Securing InfrastructureO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Despite the increase of high-profile hacks, record-breaking data leaks, and ransomware attacks, many organizations don’t have the budget to establish or outsource an information security (InfoSec) program, forcing them to learn on the job. For companies obliged to improvise, this pragmatic guide provides a security-101 handbook...
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BlackBerry Enterprise Server 5 Implementation GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	BlackBerry Enterprise Server is a platform that extends corporate messaging and collaboration services to BlackBerry devices. It supports management and administration of devices, and also supports deployment of third-party applications on the BlackBerry device platform. The basics of installing BlackBerry Enterprise Server are familiar for...
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Managing Mission - Critical Domains and DNS: Demystifying nameservers, DNS, and domain namesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will give you an all encompassing view of the domain name ecosystem combined with a comprehensive set of operations strategies. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Manage infrastructure, risk, and management of DNS name servers. Get hands-on with factors like types of name servers, DNS queries and and...
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